
 

Ready… Set... Spring!! 

Well, it has been a long winter. I am pretty confident that everyone is ready to ride as I am.   

Let us think about a few things as you finally get to take the cover off the bike, after all they have been sitting now for 
4-5 months and, if like mine, in an unheated garage.  

Here are a few things you can run through now so you’re good-to-go when the weather finally cooperates so we can 
begin the riding season: 

Take the seat off, check to make sure critters have not made a nest or possibly chewed through any wires.  

Check the tire pressure. Your owner’s manual will provide correct front and rear tire pressure information. They have 
been sitting so it’s important they are filled to the recommended PSI.  

Inspect the wheels and tires for wear, tread damage or possible foreign objects lodged in the rubber from last season’s 
riding season. Check the entire tire including sidewalls. Cracks in the rubber, flat spots or nails and screws that may have 
punctured holes and if you see exposed wire or metal meshing coming through the tread, it’s definitely time for new 
tires.  

Look at the brake pads. Do they show wear? Or are they in good shape? Taking a second to look at your brakes can save 
you a lot of money down the road. Letting your brakes wear down to the metal part of the pad destroys the drums or 
the disks, which can be expensive to replace. Most brake pads have a notch on the top to track its wearing. If you don’t 
see the notch at all, it’s time to replace the pad. 

Check and test all lighting - Headlight (high and low beam), break lights and turn signals. Check for condensation, too, 
while you’re at it.   

Before the riding season begins, I personally like to change all three oils after the bike has been sitting all winter in an 
unheated garage regardless of the miles. As metal gets warm and then cold it influences the oil. Moisture can also build 
up and you certainly don't want any contaminants or solvents in that oil sitting there all winter. Time for a change with 
fresh, clean oil to run through your bike as you start the riding season!  

There are other things to check as well, like spark plugs, batteries, kickstands, controls, clutch, etc., but the above should 
be the absolute minimum you check before hopping on your bike for that first ride of the season. That being said, here’s 
a few things to keep in mind for a safe early season ride: 



 

Road Conditions  

Winter has taken a toll on all roadways to say the least. It is extreme pothole season and hitting one on your 
bike can not only make you lose control of your bike - but can also bend your expensive wheel as well. Besides 
potholes, keep in mind there could be left over leaves, salt, pebbles, dirt, oil, gravel and who knows what else on 
the pavement.  

If it is raining or just after a rain, remember, too, the pavement can be quite slippery due to the oil buildup on 
the pavement.  

Also, expect less traction. Chilly air and cold asphalt will not let your tires warm up for optimum performance. 
And remember, just because the air temperature is above freezing does not mean the roadway is.  

Road construction 

Pothole season means road construction season. Barriers, lane closures, cones, asphalt, workers, temporary 
shoulder lanes, uneven lane changes, oh, my! Keep an eye open to changing and new road patterns.  

Cage Drivers 

Assume they can’t see you! Check your position and possibly being in a cage’s blind spot. Drivers are not used to 
seeing motorcycles on the road for months. It’s imperative to understand that even if it’s your right of way, they 
may not see you. Drive defensively and don’t take for granted that you have been seen. For that matter, another 
good rule – and one that I personally chose to follow is a Two Count at Green. This means that even though the 
light turned green and it’s my turn to go, I count two seconds before taking off because more and more folks are 
blowing through that yellow light. Take a second look, two seconds is all it takes as an extra measure of safety.  

Gear 

Dust the cobwebs off and check over your gear. Are the soles on your boots worn down? Where’s your night 
riding glasses? Maps updated? Sunglasses in good shape? Gloves, leathers, heated gear, sunscreen in the 
saddlebag are all good things to check to get back in the swing of things. Not a bad idea to throw an extra layer 
in your bike as temperatures in the spring can drop quickly. 

Before you know it, we will be on amazing rides with our friends and we want to start out safely. 

Article written by Mark Flanagan.  


